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The Machine Learning Solutions Architect Handbook

2022-01-21

build highly secure and scalable machine learning platforms to support the fast paced adoption of machine learning solutions key features explore different ml tools and frameworks
to solve large scale machine learning challenges in the cloud build an efficient data science environment for data exploration model building and model training learn how to implement
bias detection privacy and explainability in ml model development book descriptionwhen equipped with a highly scalable machine learning ml platform organizations can quickly scale
the delivery of ml products for faster business value realization there is a huge demand for skilled ml solutions architects in different industries and this handbook will help you
master the design patterns architectural considerations and the latest technology insights you ll need to become one you ll start by understanding ml fundamentals and how ml can
be applied to solve real world business problems once you ve explored a few leading problem solving ml algorithms this book will help you tackle data management and get the most
out of ml libraries such as tensorflow and pytorch using open source technology such as kubernetes kubeflow to build a data science environment and ml pipelines will be covered
next before moving on to building an enterprise ml architecture using amazon services aws you ll also learn about security and governance considerations advanced ml engineering
techniques and how to apply bias detection explainability and privacy in ml model development by the end of this book you ll be able to design and build an ml platform to support
common use cases and architecture patterns like a true professional what you will learn apply ml methodologies to solve business problems design a practical enterprise ml platform
architecture implement mlops for ml workflow automation build an end to end data management architecture using aws train large scale ml models and optimize model inference
latency create a business application using an ai service and a custom ml model use aws services to detect data and model bias and explain models who this book is for this book is
for data scientists data engineers cloud architects and machine learning enthusiasts who want to become machine learning solutions architects you ll need basic knowledge of the
python programming language aws linear algebra probability and networking concepts before you get started with this handbook

Machine Learning Solutions

2018

practical hands on solutions in python to overcome any problem in machine learning about this book master the advanced concepts methodologies and use cases of machine learning
build ml applications for analytics nlp and computer vision domains solve the most common problems in building machine learning models who this book is for this book is for the
intermediate users such as machine learning engineers data engineers data scientists and more who want to solve simple to complex machine learning problems in their day to day work
and build powerful and efficient machine learning models a basic understanding of the machine learning concepts and some experience with python programming is all you need to get
started with this book what you will learn select the right algorithm to derive the best solution in ml domains perform predictive analysis effciently using ml algorithms predict
stock prices using the stock index value perform customer analytics for an e commerce platform build recommendation engines for various domains build nlp applications for the health
domain build language generation applications using different nlp techniques build computer vision applications such as facial emotion recognition in detail machine learning ml helps
you find hidden insights from your data without the need for explicit programming this book is your key to solving any kind of ml problem you might come across in your job you ll
encounter a set of simple to complex problems while building ml models and you ll not only resolve these problems but you ll also learn how to build projects based on each problem
with a practical approach and easy to follow examples the book includes a wide range of applications from analytics and nlp to computer vision domains some of the applications
you will be working on include stock price prediction a recommendation engine building a chat bot a facial expression recognition system and many more the problem examples we cover
include identifying the right algorithm for your dataset and use cases creating and labeling datasets getting enough clean data to carry out processing identifying outliers
overftting datasets hyperparameter tuning and more here you ll also learn to make more timely and accurate predictions in addition you ll deal with more advanced use cases such as
building a gaming bot building an extractive summarization tool for medical documents and you ll also tackle the problems

Optimizing AI and Machine Learning Solutions

2024-03-04
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build high impact ml ai solutions by optimizing each step key features build and fine tune models for maximum performance practical tips to make your own state of the art ai ml models
ml ai problem solving tips with multiple case studies to tackle real world challenges description this book approaches data science solution building using a principled framework and
case studies with extensive hands on guidance it will teach the readers optimization at each step whether it is problem formulation or hyperparameter tuning for deep learning models
this book keeps the reader pragmatic and guides them toward practical solutions by discussing the essential ml concepts including problem formulation data preparation and
evaluation techniques further the reader will be able to learn how to apply model optimization with advanced algorithms hyperparameter tuning and strategies against overfitting
they will also benefit from deep learning by optimizing models for image processing natural language processing and specialized applications the reader can put theory into practice
with hands on case studies and code examples reinforcing their understanding with this book the reader will be able to create high impact high value ml ai solutions by optimizing each
step of the solution building process which is the ultimate goal of every data science professional what you will learn end to end solutions to ml ai problems data augmentation
and transfer learning optimizing ai ml solutions at each step of development multiple hands on real case studies choose between various ml ai models who this book is for this book
empowers data scientists developers and ai enthusiasts at all levels to unlock the full potential of their ml solutions this guide equips you to become a confident ai optimization
expert table of contents 1 optimizing a machine learning artificial intelligence solution 2 ml problem formulation setting the right objective 3 data collection and pre processing 4
model evaluation and debugging 5 imbalanced machine learning 6 hyper parameter tuning 7 parameter optimization algorithms 8 optimizing deep learning models 9 optimizing image models
10 optimizing natural language processing models 11 transfer learning

Machine Learning and Big Data

2020-09-01

this book is intended for academic and industrial developers exploring and developing applications in the area of big data and machine learning including those that are solving
technology requirements evaluation of methodology advances and algorithm demonstrations the intent of this book is to provide awareness of algorithms used for machine learning
and big data in the academic and professional community the 17 chapters are divided into 5 sections theoretical fundamentals big data and pattern recognition machine learning
algorithms applications machine learning s next frontier and hands on and case study while it dwells on the foundations of machine learning and big data as a part of analytics it
also focuses on contemporary topics for research and development in this regard the book covers machine learning algorithms and their modern applications in developing automated
systems subjects covered in detail include mathematical foundations of machine learning with various examples an empirical study of supervised learning algorithms like na�ve bayes
knn and semi supervised learning algorithms viz s3vm graph based multiview precise study on unsupervised learning algorithms like gmm k mean clustering dritchlet process mixture model
x means and reinforcement learning algorithm with q learning r learning td learning sarsa learning and so forth hands on machine leaning open source tools viz apache mahout h2o case
studies for readers to analyze the prescribed cases and present their solutions or interpretations with intrusion detection in manets using machine learning showcase on novel user
cases implications of electronic governance as well as pragmatic study of bd ml technologies for agriculture healthcare social media industry banking insurance and so on

Machine Learning Algorithms and Applications

2021-08-24

machine learning algorithms is for current and ambitious machine learning specialists looking to implement solutions to real world machine learning problems it talks entirely about
the various applications of machine and deep learning techniques with each chapter dealing with a novel approach of machine learning architecture for a specific application and then
compares the results with previous algorithms the book discusses many methods based in different fields including statistics pattern recognition neural networks artificial
intelligence sentiment analysis control and data mining in order to present a unified treatment of machine learning problems and solutions all learning algorithms are explained so that
the user can easily move from the equations in the book to a computer program

Optimization in Machine Learning and Applications

2019-11-29
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this book discusses one of the major applications of artificial intelligence the use of machine learning to extract useful information from multimodal data it discusses the
optimization methods that help minimize the error in developing patterns and classifications which further helps improve prediction and decision making the book also presents
formulations of real world machine learning problems and discusses ai solution methodologies as standalone or hybrid approaches lastly it proposes novel metaheuristic methods to
solve complex machine learning problems featuring valuable insights the book helps readers explore new avenues leading toward multidisciplinary research discussions

Machine Learning Design Patterns

2020-10-15

the design patterns in this book capture best practices and solutions to recurring problems in machine learning the authors three google engineers catalog proven methods to help
data scientists tackle common problems throughout the ml process these design patterns codify the experience of hundreds of experts into straightforward approachable advice in
this book you will find detailed explanations of 30 patterns for data and problem representation operationalization repeatability reproducibility flexibility explainability and
fairness each pattern includes a description of the problem a variety of potential solutions and recommendations for choosing the best technique for your situation you ll learn how
to identify and mitigate common challenges when training evaluating and deploying ml models represent data for different ml model types including embeddings feature crosses and more
choose the right model type for specific problems build a robust training loop that uses checkpoints distribution strategy and hyperparameter tuning deploy scalable ml systems that
you can retrain and update to reflect new data interpret model predictions for stakeholders and ensure models are treating users fairly

MATLAB Machine Learning Recipes

2019-01-31

harness the power of matlab to resolve a wide range of machine learning challenges this book provides a series of examples of technologies critical to machine learning each example
solves a real world problem all code in matlab machine learning recipes a problem solution approach is executable the toolbox that the code uses provides a complete set of
functions needed to implement all aspects of machine learning authors michael paluszek and stephanie thomas show how all of these technologies allow the reader to build
sophisticated applications to solve problems with pattern recognition autonomous driving expert systems and much more what you ll learn how to write code for machine learning
adaptive control and estimation using matlab how these three areas complement each other how these three areas are needed for robust machine learning applications how to use
matlab graphics and visualization tools for machine learning how to code real world examples in matlab for major applications of machine learning in big data who is this book for
the primary audiences are engineers data scientists and students wanting a comprehensive and code cookbook rich in examples on machine learning using matlab

Practical Machine Learning

2016-01-30

tackle the real world complexities of modern machine learning with innovative cutting edge techniques about this book fully coded working examples using a wide range of machine
learning libraries and tools including python r julia and spark comprehensive practical solutions taking you into the future of machine learning go a step further and integrate your
machine learning projects with hadoop who this book is for this book has been created for data scientists who want to see machine learning in action and explore its real world
application with guidance on everything from the fundamentals of machine learning and predictive analytics to the latest innovations set to lead the big data revolution into the
future this is an unmissable resource for anyone dedicated to tackling current big data challenges knowledge of programming python and r and mathematics is advisable if you want
to get started immediately what you will learn implement a wide range of algorithms and techniques for tackling complex data get to grips with some of the most powerful
languages in data science including r python and julia harness the capabilities of spark and hadoop to manage and process data successfully apply the appropriate machine learning
technique to address real world problems get acquainted with deep learning and find out how neural networks are being used at the cutting edge of machine learning explore the
future of machine learning and dive deeper into polyglot persistence semantic data and more in detail finding meaning in increasingly larger and more complex datasets is a growing
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demand of the modern world machine learning and predictive analytics have become the most important approaches to uncover data gold mines machine learning uses complex
algorithms to make improved predictions of outcomes based on historical patterns and the behaviour of data sets machine learning can deliver dynamic insights into trends patterns
and relationships within data immensely valuable to business growth and development this book explores an extensive range of machine learning techniques uncovering hidden tricks and
tips for several types of data using practical and real world examples while machine learning can be highly theoretical this book offers a refreshing hands on approach without
losing sight of the underlying principles inside a full exploration of the various algorithms gives you high quality guidance so you can begin to see just how effective machine learning
is at tackling contemporary challenges of big data this is the only book you need to implement a whole suite of open source tools frameworks and languages in machine learning we
will cover the leading data science languages python and r and the underrated but powerful julia as well as a range of other big data platforms including spark hadoop and mahout
practical machine learning is an essential resource for the modern data scientists who want to get to grips with its real world application with this book you will not only learn
the fundamentals of machine learning but dive deep into the complexities of real world data before moving on to using hadoop and its wider ecosystem of tools to process and manage
your structured and unstructured data you will explore different machine learning techniques for both supervised and unsupervised learning from decision trees to naive bayes
classifiers and linear and clustering methods you will learn strategies for a truly advanced approach to the statistical analysis of data the book also explores the cutting edge
advancements in machine learning with worked examples and guidance on deep learning and reinforcement learning providing you with practical demonstrations and samples that help
take the theory and mystery out of even the most advanced machine learning methodologies style and approach a practical data science tutorial designed to give you an insight into
the practical application of machine learning this book takes you through complex concepts and tasks in an accessible way featuring information on a wide range of data science
techniques practical machine learning is a comprehensive data science resource

Mastering Machine Learning Algorithms

2018-05-25

explore and master the most important algorithms for solving complex machine learning problems key features discover high performing machine learning algorithms and understand how
they work in depth one stop solution to mastering supervised unsupervised and semi supervised machine learning algorithms and their implementation master concepts related to
algorithm tuning parameter optimization and more book description machine learning is a subset of ai that aims to make modern day computer systems smarter and more intelligent the
real power of machine learning resides in its algorithms which make even the most difficult things capable of being handled by machines however with the advancement in the technology
and requirements of data machines will have to be smarter than they are today to meet the overwhelming data needs mastering these algorithms and using them optimally is the need of
the hour mastering machine learning algorithms is your complete guide to quickly getting to grips with popular machine learning algorithms you will be introduced to the most widely
used algorithms in supervised unsupervised and semi supervised machine learning and will learn how to use them in the best possible manner ranging from bayesian models to the mcmc
algorithm to hidden markov models this book will teach you how to extract features from your dataset and perform dimensionality reduction by making use of python based libraries
such as scikit learn you will also learn how to use keras and tensorflow to train effective neural networks if you are looking for a single resource to study implement and solve
end to end machine learning problems and use cases this is the book you need what you will learn explore how a ml model can be trained optimized and evaluated understand how to
create and learn static and dynamic probabilistic models successfully cluster high dimensional data and evaluate model accuracy discover how artificial neural networks work and
how to train optimize and validate them work with autoencoders and generative adversarial networks apply label spreading and propagation to large datasets explore the most
important reinforcement learning techniques who this book is for this book is an ideal and relevant source of content for data science professionals who want to delve into complex
machine learning algorithms calibrate models and improve the predictions of the trained model a basic knowledge of machine learning is preferred to get the best out of this guide

Machine Learning with Python Cookbook

2018-03-09

this practical guide provides nearly 200 self contained recipes to help you solve machine learning challenges you may encounter in your daily work if you re comfortable with python
and its libraries including pandas and scikit learn you ll be able to address specific problems such as loading data handling text or numerical data model selection and dimensionality
reduction and many other topics each recipe includes code that you can copy and paste into a toy dataset to ensure that it actually works from there you can insert combine or
adapt the code to help construct your application recipes also include a discussion that explains the solution and provides meaningful context this cookbook takes you beyond
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theory and concepts by providing the nuts and bolts you need to construct working machine learning applications you ll find recipes for vectors matrices and arrays handling
numerical and categorical data text images and dates and times dimensionality reduction using feature extraction or feature selection model evaluation and selection linear and
logical regression trees and forests and k nearest neighbors support vector machines svm na�ve bayes clustering and neural networks saving and loading trained models

Introducing Machine Learning

2020-01-31

master machine learning concepts and develop real world solutions machine learning offers immense opportunities and introducing machine learning delivers practical knowledge to make
the most of them dino and francesco esposito start with a quick overview of the foundations of artificial intelligence and the basic steps of any machine learning project next they
introduce microsoft s powerful ml net library including capabilities for data processing training and evaluation they present families of algorithms that can be trained to solve real
life problems as well as deep learning techniques utilizing neural networks the authors conclude by introducing valuable runtime services available through the azure cloud platform
and consider the long term business vision for machine learning 14 time microsoft mvp dino esposito and francesco esposito help you explore what s known about how humans learn
and how intelligent software is built discover which problems machine learning can address understand the machine learning pipeline the steps leading to a deliverable model use automl
to automatically select the best pipeline for any problem and dataset master ml net implement its pipeline and apply its tasks and algorithms explore the mathematical foundations of
machine learning make predictions improve decision making and apply probabilistic methods group data via classification and clustering learn the fundamentals of deep learning including
neural network design leverage ai cloud services to build better real world solutions faster about this book for professionals who want to build machine learning applications
both developers who need data science skills and data scientists who need relevant programming skills includes examples of machine learning coding scenarios built using the ml net
library

Cognitive Computing Recipes

2019-03-27

solve your ai and machine learning problems using complete and real world code examples using a problem solution approach this book makes deep learning and machine learning
accessible to everyday developers by providing a combination of tools such as cognitive services apis machine learning platforms and libraries along with an overview of the
contemporary technology landscape machine learning and deep learning with cognitive computing recipes covers the business case for machine learning and deep learning covering topics
such as digital assistants computer vision text analytics speech and robotics process automation this book offers a comprehensive toolkit that you can apply quickly and easily in
your own projects with its focus on microsoft cognitive services offerings you ll see recipes using multiple different environments including tensowflow and cntk to give you a
broader perspective of the deep learning ecosystem what you will learnbuild production ready solutions using microsoft cognitive services apis apply deep learning using tensorflow
and microsoft cognitive toolkit cntk solve enterprise problems in natural language processing and computer vision discover the machine learning development life cycle from formal
problem definition to deployment at scale who this book is for software engineers and enterprise architects who wish to understand machine learning and deep learning by building
applications and solving real world business problems

Machine Learning Algorithms for Industrial Applications

2020-07-18

this book explores several problems and their solutions regarding data analysis and prediction for industrial applications machine learning is a prominent topic in modern industries its
influence can be felt in many aspects of everyday life as the world rapidly embraces big data and data analytics accordingly there is a pressing need for novel and innovative
algorithms to help us find effective solutions in industrial application areas such as media healthcare travel finance and retail in all of these areas data is the crucial parameter and
the main key to unlocking the value of industry the book presents a range of intelligent algorithms that can be used to filter useful information in the above mentioned application
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areas and efficiently solve particular problems its main objective is to raise awareness for this important field among students researchers and industrial practitioners

Artificial Intelligence By Example

2018-05-31

be an adaptive thinker that leads the way to artificial intelligence key features ai based examples to guide you in designing and implementing machine intelligence develop your own
method for future ai solutions acquire advanced ai machine learning and deep learning design skills book description artificial intelligence has the potential to replicate humans in
every field this book serves as a starting point for you to understand how ai is built with the help of intriguing examples and case studies artificial intelligence by example will make
you an adaptive thinker and help you apply concepts to real life scenarios using some of the most interesting ai examples right from a simple chess engine to a cognitive chatbot you
will learn how to tackle the machine you are competing with you will study some of the most advanced machine learning models understand how to apply ai to blockchain and iot
and develop emotional quotient in chatbots using neural networks you will move on to designing ai solutions in a simple manner rather than get confused by complex architectures
and techniques this comprehensive guide will be a starter kit for you to develop ai applications on your own by the end of this book will have understood the fundamentals of ai and
worked through a number of case studies that will help you develop business vision what you will learn use adaptive thinking to solve real life ai case studies rise beyond being a
modern day factory code worker acquire advanced ai machine learning and deep learning designing skills learn about cognitive nlp chatbots quantum computing and iot and blockchain
technology understand future ai solutions and adapt quickly to them develop out of the box thinking to face any challenge the market presents who this book is for artificial
intelligence by example is a simple explanatory and descriptive guide for junior developers experienced developers technology consultants and those interested in ai who want to
understand the fundamentals of artificial intelligence and implement it practically by devising smart solutions prior experience with python and statistical knowledge is essential to
make the most out of this book

Hands-on Machine Learning with Python

2022-03-20

here is the perfect comprehensive guide for readers with basic to intermediate level knowledge of machine learning and deep learning it introduces tools such as numpy for numerical
processing pandas for panel data analysis matplotlib for visualization scikit learn for machine learning and pytorch for deep learning with python it also serves as a long term
reference manual for the practitioners who will find solutions to commonly occurring scenarios the book is divided into three sections the first section introduces you to number
crunching and data analysis tools using python with in depth explanation on environment configuration data loading numerical processing data analysis and visualizations the
second section covers machine learning basics and scikit learn library it also explains supervised learning unsupervised learning implementation and classification of regression
algorithms and ensemble learning methods in an easy manner with theoretical and practical lessons the third section explains complex neural network architectures with details on
internal working and implementation of convolutional neural networks the final chapter contains a detailed end to end solution with neural networks in pytorch after completing
hands on machine learning with python you will be able to implement machine learning and neural network solutions and extend them to your advantage what you ll learn review data
structures in numpy and pandas demonstrate machine learning techniques and algorithm understand supervised learning and unsupervised learning examine convolutional neural
networks and recurrent neural networks get acquainted with scikit learn and pytorch predict sequences in recurrent neural networks and long short term memory who this book is
for data scientists machine learning engineers and software professionals with basic skills in python programming

Machine Learning Solutions

2018-04-27

practical hands on solutions in python to overcome any problem in machine learning key features master the advanced concepts methodologies and use cases of machine learning build
ml applications for analytics nlp and computer vision domains solve the most common problems in building machine learning models book description machine learning ml helps you find
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hidden insights from your data without the need for explicit programming this book is your key to solving any kind of ml problem you might come across in your job you ll encounter a
set of simple to complex problems while building ml models and you ll not only resolve these problems but you ll also learn how to build projects based on each problem with a
practical approach and easy to follow examples the book includes a wide range of applications from analytics and nlp to computer vision domains some of the applications you will
be working on include stock price prediction a recommendation engine building a chat bot a facial expression recognition system and many more the problem examples we cover include
identifying the right algorithm for your dataset and use cases creating and labeling datasets getting enough clean data to carry out processing identifying outliers overftting
datasets hyperparameter tuning and more here you ll also learn to make more timely and accurate predictions in addition you ll deal with more advanced use cases such as building a
gaming bot building an extractive summarization tool for medical documents and you ll also tackle the problems faced while building an ml model by the end of this book you ll be
able to fine tune your models as per your needs to deliver maximum productivity what you will learn select the right algorithm to derive the best solution in ml domains perform
predictive analysis effciently using ml algorithms predict stock prices using the stock index value perform customer analytics for an e commerce platform build recommendation engines
for various domains build nlp applications for the health domain build language generation applications using different nlp techniques build computer vision applications such as
facial emotion recognition who this book is for this book is for the intermediate users such as machine learning engineers data engineers data scientists and more who want to solve
simple to complex machine learning problems in their day to day work and build powerful and efficient machine learning models a basic understanding of the machine learning concepts and
some experience with python programming is all you need to get started with this book

Machine Learning Engineering in Action

2022-05-17

field tested tips tricks and design patterns for building machine learning projects that are deployable maintainable and secure from concept to production in machine learning engineering
in action you will learn evaluating data science problems to find the most effective solution scoping a machine learning project for usage expectations and budget process techniques
that minimize wasted effort and speed up production assessing a project using standardized prototyping work and statistical validation choosing the right technologies and tools
for your project making your codebase more understandable maintainable and testable automating your troubleshooting and logging practices ferrying a machine learning project
from your data science team to your end users is no easy task machine learning engineering in action will help you make it simple inside you ll find fantastic advice from veteran
industry expert ben wilson principal resident solutions architect at databricks ben introduces his personal toolbox of techniques for building deployable and maintainable production
machine learning systems you ll learn the importance of agile methodologies for fast prototyping and conferring with stakeholders while developing a new appreciation for the
importance of planning adopting well established software development standards will help you deliver better code management and make it easier to test scale and even reuse your
machine learning code every method is explained in a friendly peer to peer style and illustrated with production ready source code about the technology deliver maximum performance
from your models and data this collection of reproducible techniques will help you build stable data pipelines efficient application workflows and maintainable models every time
based on decades of good software engineering practice machine learning engineering ensures your ml systems are resilient adaptable and perform in production about the book machine
learning engineering in action teaches you core principles and practices for designing building and delivering successful machine learning projects you ll discover software engineering
techniques like conducting experiments on your prototypes and implementing modular design that result in resilient architectures and consistent cross team communication based on
the author s extensive experience every method in this book has been used to solve real world projects what s inside scoping a machine learning project for usage expectations and
budget choosing the right technologies for your design making your codebase more understandable maintainable and testable automating your troubleshooting and logging practices
about the reader for data scientists who know machine learning and the basics of object oriented programming about the author ben wilson is principal resident solutions architect at
databricks where he developed the databricks labs automl project and is an mlflow committer

IBM Watson Solutions for Machine Learning

2021-06-19

utilize python and ibm watson to put real life use cases into production key features use of popular python packages for building machine learning solutions from scratch practice
various ibm watson machine learning tools for computer vision and natural language processing applications expert led best practices to put your machine learning solutions into
the production environment description this book will take you through the journey of some amazing tools ibm watson has to offer to leverage your machine learning concepts to
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solve some real life use cases that are pertinent to the current industry this book explores the various machine learning fundamental concepts and how to use the python
programming language to deal with real world use cases it explains how to take your code and deploy it into ibm cloud leveraging ibm watson machine learning while doing so the
book also introduces you to several amazing ibm watson tools such as watson assistant watson discovery and watson visual recognition to ease out various machine learning
tasks such as building a chatbot creating a natural language processing pipeline or an optical object detection application without a single line of code it covers watson auto ai
with which you can apply various machine learning algorithms and pick out the best for your dataset without a single line of code finally you will be able to deploy all of these
into ibm cloud and configure your application to maintain the production level runtime after reading this book you will find yourself confident to administer any machine learning use
case and deploy it into production without any hassle you will be able to take up a complete end to end machine learning project with complete responsibility and deliver the best
standards the current industry has to offer towards the end of this book you will be able to build an end to end production level application and deploy it into cloud what you
will learn review the basics of machine learning and learn implementation using python learn deployment using ibm watson studio and watson machine learning learn how to use
watson auto ai to automate hyperparameter tuning learn watson assistant watson visual recognition and watson discovery learn how to implement the various layers of an end
to end ai application learn all the configurations needed for production deployment to cloud who this book is for this book is for all data professionals ml enthusiasts and
software developers who are looking for real solutions to be developed the reader is expected to have a prior knowledge of the web application architecture and basic python
fundamentals table of contents 1 introduction to machine learning 2 deep learning 3 features and metrics 4 build your own chatbot 5 first complete machine learning project 6
perfecting our model 7 visual recognition 8 watson discovery 9 deployment and others 10 deploying the food ordering bot

Efficient Regularized Solution Path Algorithms with Applications in Machine Learning and Data Mining

2000

apply cutting edge ai techniques to your dynamics 365 environment to create new solutions to old business problems in machine learning with dynamics 365 and power platform the
ultimate guide to apply predictive analytics an accomplished team of digital and data analytics experts delivers a practical and comprehensive discussion of how to integrate ai
builder with dataverse and dynamics 365 to create real world business solutions it also walks you through how to build powerful machine learning models using azure data lake
databricks azure synapse analytics the book is filled with clear explanations visualizations and working examples that get you up and running in your development of supervised
unsupervised and reinforcement learning techniques using microsoft machine learning tools and technologies these strategies will transform your business verticals reducing costs
and manual processes in finance and operations retail telecommunications and manufacturing industries the authors demonstrate what machine learning is all about and how it can be
applied to your organization s dynamics 365 and power platform projects the creation and management of environments for development testing and production of a machine learning
project how adopting machine learning techniques will redefine the future of your erp crm system perfect for technical consultants software developers and solution architects
machine learning with dynamics 365 and power platform is also an indispensable guide for chief technology officers seeking an intuitive resource for how to implement machine learning
in modern business applications to solve real world problems

Machine Learning with Dynamics 365 and Power Platform

2022-01-06

implement machine learning cognitive services and artificial intelligence solutions by leveraging azure cloud technologies key featureslearn advanced concepts in azure ml and the
cortana intelligence suite architectureexplore ml server using sql server and hdinsight capabilitiesimplement various tools in azure to build and deploy machine learning modelsbook
description implementing machine learning ml and artificial intelligence ai in the cloud had not been possible earlier due to the lack of processing power and storage however azure has
created ml and ai services that are easy to implement in the cloud hands on machine learning with azure teaches you how to perform advanced ml projects in the cloud in a cost
effective way the book begins by covering the benefits of ml and ai in the cloud you will then explore microsoft s team data science process to establish a repeatable process for
successful ai development and implementation you will also gain an understanding of ai technologies available in azure and the cognitive services apis to integrate them into bot
applications this book lets you explore prebuilt templates with azure machine learning studio and build a model using canned algorithms that can be deployed as web services the book
then takes you through a preconfigured series of virtual machines in azure targeted at ai development scenarios you will get to grips with the ml server and its capabilities in sql and
hdinsight in the concluding chapters you ll integrate patterns with other non ai services in azure by the end of this book you will be fully equipped to implement smart cognitive
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actions in your models what you will learndiscover the benefits of leveraging the cloud for ml and aiuse cognitive services apis to build intelligent botsbuild a model using canned
algorithms from microsoft and deploy it as a web servicedeploy virtual machines in ai development scenariosapply r python sql server and spark in azurebuild and deploy deep learning
solutions with cntk mmlspark and tensorflowimplement model retraining in iot streaming and blockchain solutionsexplore best practices for integrating ml and ai functions with adla
and logic appswho this book is for if you are a data scientist or developer familiar with azure ml and cognitive services and want to create smart models and make sense of data in
the cloud this book is for you you ll also find this book useful if you want to bring powerful machine learning services into your cloud applications some experience with data
manipulation and processing using languages like sql python and r will aid in understanding the concepts covered in this book

Hands-On Machine Learning with Azure

2018-10-31

understand the fundamentals and develop your own ai solutions in this updated edition packed with many new examples key featuresai based examples to guide you in designing and
implementing machine intelligencebuild machine intelligence from scratch using artificial intelligence examplesdevelop machine intelligence from scratch using real artificial
intelligencebook description ai has the potential to replicate humans in every field artificial intelligence by example second edition serves as a starting point for you to understand
how ai is built with the help of intriguing and exciting examples this book will make you an adaptive thinker and help you apply concepts to real world scenarios using some of the
most interesting ai examples right from computer programs such as a simple chess engine to cognitive chatbots you will learn how to tackle the machine you are competing with you
will study some of the most advanced machine learning models understand how to apply ai to blockchain and internet of things iot and develop emotional quotient in chatbots using
neural networks such as recurrent neural networks rnns and convolutional neural networks cnns this edition also has new examples for hybrid neural networks combining
reinforcement learning rl and deep learning dl chained algorithms combining unsupervised learning with decision trees random forests combining dl and genetic algorithms conversational
user interfaces cui for chatbots neuromorphic computing and quantum computing by the end of this book you will understand the fundamentals of ai and have worked through a
number of examples that will help you develop your ai solutions what you will learnapply k nearest neighbors knn to language translations and explore the opportunities in google
translateunderstand chained algorithms combining unsupervised learning with decision treessolve the xor problem with feedforward neural networks fnn and build its architecture to
represent a data flow graphlearn about meta learning models with hybrid neural networkscreate a chatbot and optimize its emotional intelligence deficiencies with tools such as
small talk and data loggingbuilding conversational user interfaces cui for chatbotswriting genetic algorithms that optimize deep learning neural networksbuild quantum computing
circuitswho this book is for developers and those interested in ai who want to understand the fundamentals of artificial intelligence and implement them practically prior experience
with python programming and statistical knowledge is essential to make the most out of this book

Artificial Intelligence By Example

2020-02-28

one of the most important functions of artificial intelligence automated problem solving consists mainly of the development of software systems designed to find solutions to
problems these systems utilize a search space and algorithms in order to reach a solution artificial intelligence for advanced problem solving techniques offers scholars and
practitioners cutting edge research on algorithms and techniques such as search domain independent heuristics scheduling constraint satisfaction optimization configuration and
planning and highlights the relationship between the search categories and the various ways a specific application can be modeled and solved using advanced problem solving
techniques

Artificial Intelligence for Advanced Problem Solving Techniques

2008-01-31

know how to do machine learning with microsoft technologies this book teaches you to do predictive descriptive and prescriptive analyses with microsoft power bi azure data lake
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sql server stream analytics azure databricks hd insight and more the ability to analyze massive amounts of real time data and predict future behavior of an organization is critical
to its long term success data science and more specifically machine learning ml is today s game changer and should be a key building block in every company s strategy managing a
machine learning process from business understanding data acquisition and cleaning modeling and deployment in each tool is a valuable skill set machine learning with microsoft
technologies is a demo driven book that explains how to do machine learning with microsoft technologies you will gain valuable insight into designing the best architecture for
development sharing and deploying a machine learning solution this book simplifies the process of choosing the right architecture and tools for doing machine learning based on your
specific infrastructure needs and requirements detailed content is provided on the main algorithms for supervised and unsupervised machine learning and examples show ml practices
using both r and python languages the main languages inside microsoft technologies what you ll learn choose the right microsoft product for your machine learning solutioncreate
and manage microsoft s tool environments for development testing and production of a machine learning projectimplement and deploy supervised and unsupervised learning in microsoft
products set up microsoft power bi azure data lake sql server stream analytics azure databricks and hd insight to perform machine learning set up a data science virtual machine and
test drive installed tools such as azure ml workbench azure ml server developer anaconda python jupyter notebook power bi desktop cognitive services machine learning and data
analytics tools and more architect a machine learning solution factoring in all aspects of self service enterprise deployment and sharing who this book is for data scientists data
analysts developers architects and managers who want to leverage machine learning in their products organization and services and make educated cost saving decisions about their
ml architecture and tool set

Machine Learning with Microsoft Technologies

2019-06-12

your hands on reference guide to developing training and optimizing your machine learning models key features your guide to learning efficient machine learning processes from scratch
explore expert techniques and hacks for a variety of machine learning concepts write effective code in r python scala and spark to solve all your machine learning problems book
description machine learning makes it possible to learn about the unknowns and gain hidden insights into your datasets by mastering many tools and techniques this book guides you to
do just that in a very compact manner after giving a quick overview of what machine learning is all about machine learning quick reference jumps right into its core algorithms and
demonstrates how they can be applied to real world scenarios from model evaluation to optimizing their performance this book will introduce you to the best practices in machine
learning furthermore you will also look at the more advanced aspects such as training neural networks and work with different kinds of data such as text time series and sequential
data advanced methods and techniques such as causal inference deep gaussian processes and more are also covered by the end of this book you will be able to train fast accurate
machine learning models at your fingertips which you can easily use as a point of reference what you will learn get a quick rundown of model selection statistical modeling and
cross validation choose the best machine learning algorithm to solve your problem explore kernel learning neural networks and time series analysis train deep learning models and
optimize them for maximum performance briefly cover bayesian techniques and sentiment analysis in your nlp solution implement probabilistic graphical models and causal inferences
measure and optimize the performance of your machine learning models who this book is for if you re a machine learning practitioner data scientist machine learning developer or engineer
this book will serve as a reference point in building machine learning solutions you will also find this book useful if you re an intermediate machine learning developer or data scientist
looking for a quick handy reference to all the concepts of machine learning you ll need some exposure to machine learning to get the best out of this book

Machine Learning Quick Reference

2019-01-31

implement real world machine learning in a microservices architecture as well as design build and deploy intelligent microservices systems using examples and case studies purchase of
the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook key featuresdesign build and run microservices systems that utilize the full potential of machine learningdiscover the latest models
and techniques for combining microservices and machine learning to create scalable systemsimplement machine learning in microservices architecture using open source applications with
pros and consbook description with the rising need for agile development and very short time to market system deployments incorporating machine learning algorithms into decoupled
fine grained microservices systems provides the perfect technology mix for modern systems machine learning in microservices is your essential guide to staying ahead of the curve in this
ever evolving world of technology the book starts by introducing you to the concept of machine learning microservices architecture msa and comparing msa with service based and
event driven architectures along with how to transition into msa next you ll learn about the different approaches to building msa and find out how to overcome common practical
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challenges faced in msa design as you advance you ll get to grips with machine learning ml concepts and see how they can help better design and run msa systems finally the book will
take you through practical examples and open source applications that will help you build and run highly efficient agile microservices systems by the end of this microservices book
you ll have a clear idea of different models of microservices architecture and machine learning and be able to combine both technologies to deliver a flexible and highly scalable
enterprise system what you will learnrecognize the importance of msa and ml and deploy both technologies in enterprise systemsexplore msa enterprise systems and their general
practical challengesdiscover how to design and develop microservices architectureunderstand the different ai algorithms types and models and how they can be applied to msaidentify
and overcome common msa deployment challenges using ai and ml algorithmsexplore general open source and commercial tools commonly used in msa enterprise systemswho this book is
for this book is for machine learning solution architects system and machine learning developers and system and solution integrators of private and public sector organizations basic
knowledge of devops system architecture and artificial intelligence ai systems is assumed and working knowledge of the python programming language is highly desired

Machine Learning in Microservices

2023-03-10

discover how all levels artificial intelligence ai can be present in the most unimaginable scenarios of ordinary lives this book explores subjects such as neural networks agents multi
agent systems supervised learning and unsupervised learning these and other topics will be addressed with real world examples so you can learn fundamental concepts with ai
solutions and apply them to your own projects people tend to talk about ai as something mystical and unrelated to their ordinary life practical artificial intelligence provides
simple explanations and hands on instructions rather than focusing on theory and overly scientific language this book will enable practitioners of all levels to not only learn
about ai but implement its practical uses what you ll learn understand agents and multi agents and how they are incorporated relate machine learning to real world problems and
see what it means to you apply supervised and unsupervised learning techniques and methods in the real world implement reinforcement learning game programming simulation and neural
networks who this book is for computer science students professionals and hobbyists interested in ai and its applications

Practical Artificial Intelligence

2018-05-23

healthcare solutions using machine learning and informatics covers novel and innovative solutions for healthcare that apply machine learning and biomedical informatics technology
the healthcare sector is one of the most critical in society this book presents a series of artificial intelligence machine learning and intelligent iot based solutions for medical image
analysis medical big data processing and disease predictions machine learning and artificial intelligence use cases in healthcare presented in the book give researchers practitioners and
students a wide range of practical examples of cross domain convergence the wide variety of topics covered include artificial intelligence in healthcare machine learning solutions for
such disease as diabetes arthritis cardiovascular disease and covid 19 big data analytics solutions for healthcare data processing reliable biomedical applications using ai models
intelligent iot in healthcare the book explains fundamental concepts as well as the advanced use cases illustrating how to apply emerging technologies such as machine learning ai
models and data informatics into practice to tackle challenges in the field of healthcare with real world scenarios chapters contributed by noted academicians and professionals
examine various solutions frameworks applications case studies and best practices in the healthcare domain

Healthcare Solutions Using Machine Learning and Informatics

2022-10-21

learn to solve challenging data science problems by building powerful machine learning models using python about this book understand which algorithms to use in a given context
with the help of this exciting recipe based guide this practical tutorial tackles real world computing problems through a rigorous and effective approach build state of the art
models and develop personalized recommendations to perform machine learning at scale who this book is for this learning path is for python programmers who are looking to use
machine learning algorithms to create real world applications it is ideal for python professionals who want to work with large and complex datasets and python developers and
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analysts or data scientists who are looking to add to their existing skills by accessing some of the most powerful recent trends in data science experience with python jupyter
notebooks and command line execution together with a good level of mathematical knowledge to understand the concepts is expected machine learning basic knowledge is also
expected what you will learn use predictive modeling and apply it to real world problems understand how to perform market segmentation using unsupervised learning apply your new
found skills to solve real problems through clearly explained code for every technique and test compete with top data scientists by gaining a practical and theoretical
understanding of cutting edge deep learning algorithms increase predictive accuracy with deep learning and scalable data handling techniques work with modern state of the art large
scale machine learning techniques learn to use python code to implement a range of machine learning algorithms and techniques in detail machine learning is increasingly spreading in the
modern data driven world it is used extensively across many fields such as search engines robotics self driving cars and more machine learning is transforming the way we understand
and interact with the world around us in the first module python machine learning cookbook you will learn how to perform various machine learning tasks using a wide variety of
machine learning algorithms to solve real world problems and use python to implement these algorithms the second module advanced machine learning with python is designed to take
you on a guided tour of the most relevant and powerful machine learning techniques and you ll acquire a broad set of powerful skills in the area of feature selection and feature
engineering the third module in this learning path large scale machine learning with python dives into scalable machine learning and the three forms of scalability it covers the most
effective machine learning techniques on a map reduce framework in hadoop and spark in python this learning path will teach you python machine learning for the real world the machine
learning techniques covered in this learning path are at the forefront of commercial practice this learning path combines some of the best that packt has to offer in one complete
curated package it includes content from the following packt products python machine learning cookbook by prateek joshi advanced machine learning with python by john hearty large
scale machine learning with python by bastiaan sjardin alberto boschetti luca massaron style and approach this course is a smooth learning path that will teach you how to get
started with python machine learning for the real world and develop solutions to real world problems through this comprehensive course you ll learn to create the most effective
machine learning techniques from scratch and more

Python: Real World Machine Learning

2016-11-14

use machine learning and oracle business intelligence enterprise edition obiee as a comprehensive bi solution this book follows a when to why to and how to approach to explain the
key steps involved in utilizing the artificial intelligence components now available for a successful obiee implementation oracle business intelligence with machine learning covers
various technologies including using oracle obiee r enterprise spatial maps and machine learning for advanced visualization and analytics the machine learning material focuses on
learning representations of input data suitable for a given prediction problem this book focuses on the practical aspects of implementing machine learning solutions using the rich
oracle bi ecosystem the primary objective of this book is to bridge the gap between the academic state of the art and the industry state of the practice by introducing you to machine
learning with obiee what you will learn see machine learning in obiee master the fundamentals of machine learning and how it pertains to bi and advanced analytics gain an introduction
to oracle r enterprise discover the practical considerations of implementing machine learning with obiee who this book is for analytics managers bi architects and developers and data
scientists

Oracle Business Intelligence with Machine Learning

2017-12-18

improve your product knowledge and ownership while building secure and scalable machine learning platformspurchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook key
featuressolve large scale machine learning challenges in the cloud with a variety of open source and aws tools and frameworksapply risk management techniques in the machine
learning lifecycleunderstand the key challenges and risks around implementing generative ai and learn architecture patterns for some solutionsbook descriptiondavid ping head of ml
solutions architecture at aws provides valuable insights and practical examples for becoming a highly skilled ml solutions architect linking technical architecture to business
related skills you ll start by understanding ml fundamentals and how ml can be applied to solve real world business problems once you ve explored a few leading problem solving ml
algorithms this book will focus on carefully selected and updated topics like ml algorithms including a newly added section on generative ai and large language models you ll also
learn about open source technology such as kubernetes kubeflow to build a data science environment and ml pipelines before moving on to building an enterprise ml architecture using
amazon services aws in this latest edition david has updated the entire book to incorporate the latest advancements in science technology and solution patterns the biggest new
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addition to the handbook is a comprehensive exploration of ml risk management generative ai and a deep understanding of the different stages of ai ml adoption allowing you to assess
your company s position on its ai ml journeyby the end of this book you will have gained a comprehensive understanding of ai ml across all key aspects including business use cases
data science technology real world solutions architecture risk management governance and the overall ai ml journey moreover you will possess the skills to design and construct
ml solutions and platforms that effectively cater to common use cases and follow established architecture patterns enabling you to excel as a true professional in the field what
you will learnapply ml methodologies to solve business problemsdesign a practical enterprise ml platform architecturegain a deep understanding of ai risk management frameworks and
techniquesbuild an end to end data management architecture using awstrain large scale ml models and optimize model inference latencycreate a business application using ai services
and custom modelsdive into generative ai with use cases architecture patterns risks and ethical considerationswho this book is forthis book is for data scientists data engineers
cloud architects and machine learning enthusiasts who want to become machine learning solutions architects also this book is a great companion for ai ml product managers and risk
officers who want to gain an understanding of ml solutions and ai risk management and ai ml solutions architects who want to expand their scope of knowledge around ai ml you ll
need basic knowledge of the python programming language aws linear algebra probability and networking concepts before you get started with this handbook

The Machine Learning Solutions Architect Handbook

2023

federated learning a comprehensive overview of methods and applications presents an in depth discussion of the most important issues and approaches to federated learning for
researchers and practitioners federated learning fl is an approach to machine learning in which the training data are not managed centrally data are retained by data parties that
participate in the fl process and are not shared with any other entity this makes fl an increasingly popular solution for machine learning tasks for which bringing data together in a
centralized repository is problematic either for privacy regulatory or practical reasons this book explains recent progress in research and the state of the art development of
federated learning fl from the initial conception of the field to first applications and commercial use to obtain this broad and deep overview leading researchers address the different
perspectives of federated learning the core machine learning perspective privacy and security distributed systems and specific application domains readers learn about the challenges
faced in each of these areas how they are interconnected and how they are solved by state of the art methods following an overview on federated learning basics in the introduction
over the following 24 chapters the reader will dive deeply into various topics a first part addresses algorithmic questions of solving different machine learning tasks in a federated
way how to train efficiently at scale and fairly another part focuses on providing clarity on how to select privacy and security solutions in a way that can be tailored to
specific use cases while yet another considers the pragmatics of the systems where the federated learning process will run the book also covers other important use cases for
federated learning such as split learning and vertical federated learning finally the book includes some chapters focusing on applying fl in real world enterprise settings

Federated Learning

2022-07-07

manipulating or grasping objects seems like a trivial task for humans as these are motor skills of everyday life nevertheless motor skills are not easy to learn for humans and this is
also an active research topic in robotics however most solutions are optimized for industrial applications and thus few are plausible explanations for human learning the
fundamental challenge that motivates patrick stalph originates from the cognitive science how do humans learn their motor skills the author makes a connection between robotics
and cognitive sciences by analyzing motor skill learning using implementations that could be found in the human brain at least to some extent therefore three suitable machine learning
algorithms are selected algorithms that are plausible from a cognitive viewpoint and feasible for the roboticist the power and scalability of those algorithms is evaluated in
theoretical simulations and more realistic scenarios with the icub humanoid robot convincing results confirm the applicability of the approach while the biological plausibility is
discussed in retrospect

Analysis and Design of Machine Learning Techniques

2014-02-06
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this book discusses the application of different machine learning techniques to the sub concepts of smart cities such as smart energy transportation waste management health
infrastructure etc the focus of this book is to come up with innovative solutions in the above mentioned issues with the purpose of alleviating the pressing needs of human society
this book includes content with practical examples which are easy to understand for readers it also covers a multi disciplinary field and consequently it benefits a wide readership
including academics researchers and practitioners

Machine Learning Techniques for Smart City Applications: Trends and Solutions

2022-09-19

many industry experts consider unsupervised learning the next frontier in artificial intelligence one that may hold the key to general artificial intelligence since the majority of the
world s data is unlabeled conventional supervised learning cannot be applied unsupervised learning on the other hand can be applied to unlabeled datasets to discover meaningful
patterns buried deep in the data patterns that may be near impossible for humans to uncover author ankur patel shows you how to apply unsupervised learning using two simple
production ready python frameworks scikit learn and tensorflow using keras with code and hands on examples data scientists will identify difficult to find patterns in data and gain
deeper business insight detect anomalies perform automatic feature engineering and selection and generate synthetic datasets all you need is programming and some machine learning
experience to get started compare the strengths and weaknesses of the different machine learning approaches supervised unsupervised and reinforcement learning set up and manage
machine learning projects end to end build an anomaly detection system to catch credit card fraud clusters users into distinct and homogeneous groups perform semisupervised
learning develop movie recommender systems using restricted boltzmann machines generate synthetic images using generative adversarial networks

Hands-On Unsupervised Learning Using Python

2019-02-21

this book provides comprehensive coverage on a new direction in computational mathematics research automatic search for formulas formulas must be sought in all areas of science
and life these are the laws of the universe the macro and micro world fundamental physics engineering weather and natural disasters forecasting the search for new laws in economics
politics sociology accumulating many years of experience in the development and application of numerical methods of symbolic regression to solving control problems the authors
offer new possibilities not only in the field of control automation but also in the design of completely different optimal structures in many fields for specialists in the field of
control machine learning control by symbolic regression opens up a new promising direction of research and acquaints scientists with the methods of automatic construction of
control systems for specialists in the field of machine learning the book opens up a new much broader direction than neural networks methods of symbolic regression this book makes it
easy to master this new area in machine learning and apply this approach everywhere neural networks are used for mathematicians the book opens up a new approach to the
construction of numerical methods for obtaining analytical solutions to unsolvable problems for example numerical analytical solutions of algebraic equations differential
equations non trivial integrals etc for specialists in the field of artificial intelligence the book offers a machine way to solve problems framed in the form of analytical relationships

Machine Learning Control by Symbolic Regression

2021-10-23

this practical book provides an end to end guide to tensorflow the leading open source software library that helps you build and train neural networks for deep learning natural
language processing nlp speech recognition and general predictive analytics the book provides a hands on approach to tensorflow fundamentals for a broad technical audience from
data scientists and engineers to students and researchers the authors begin by working through some basic examples in tensorflow before diving deeper into topics such as cnn rnn lstm
and gnn the book is written for those who want to build powerful robust and accurate predictive models with the power of tensorflow combined with other open source python
libraries the authors demonstrate tensorflow projects on single board computers sbcs
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Programming with TensorFlow

2021-01-22

automated machine learning in action reveals how you can automate the burdensome elements of designing and tuning your machine learning systems

Automated Machine Learning in Action

2022-06-07

the main focus of this book is the examination of women s health issues and the role machine learning can play as a solution to these challenges this book will illustrate advanced
innovative techniques frameworks concepts machine learning methodologies enhancing the future healthcare system combating women s health issues with machine learning challenges
and solutions examines the fundamental concepts and analysis of machine learning algorithms the editors and authors of this book examine new approaches for different age related
medical issues that women face topics range from diagnosing diseases such as breast and ovarian cancer to using deep learning in prenatal ultrasound diagnosis the authors also
examine the best machine learning classifier for constructing the most accurate predictive model for women s infertility risk among the topics discussed are gender differences in type 2
diabetes care and its management as it relates to gender using artificial intelligence the book also discusses advanced techniques for evaluating and managing cardiovascular disease
symptoms which are more common in women but often overlooked or misdiagnosed by many healthcare providers the book concludes by presenting future considerations and challenges
in the field of women s health using artificial intelligence this book is intended for medical researchers healthcare technicians scientists programmers and graduate level students
looking to understand better and develop applications of machine learning deep learning in healthcare scenarios especially concerning women s health conditions

Combating Women's Health Issues with Machine Learning

2023-10-23
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